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Based on the book by Roald Dahl.
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Welcome!  We are thrilled that you have decided to bring your 
students to Carousel Theatre for Young People!  This Resource Guide 

was prepared by Peter Church in the hope that it will be helpful to you in the classroom.  The 
games and exercises contained inside have been sorted based on recommended grade levels, 
but please feel free to add and adjust the activities to suit your needs.  If you have any questions 
or suggestions, please give us a call at 604.669.3410 or email us at schools@carouseltheatre.ca.

PS. If any of your students would like to tell us what they thought of the show, please mail us letters 
and pictures - we love to receive mail! For our contact information please visit the last page of 
this guide.
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Keep an eye out for these blue 
boxes on each of the Classroom 
Activities! 

Our Curriculum Ties can assist 
with the Prescribed Learning 
Outcomes in B.C.’s curriculum 
packages.
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While young James sleeps restlessly in the orphanage he relives the tragic death of his parents, devoured 
by a rhinoceros. He awakes from his nightmare as the nurse arrives telling him to pack his bags; he’s being 
handed over to his only livings relatives, Aunt Spiker and Aunt Sponge. The two pickpockets, Spiker and 
Sponge, eagerly agree to accept James into their care in return for a government stipend. 

One afternoon, Spiker and Sponge think a trip to the beach would be a wonderful idea, leaving James 
behind to do yard work. While his aunts are away at the beach James encounters a mysterious old man. At 
first terrified, James quickly becomes enthralled by what the old man says about spells in his bag – potions 
that promise unbelievable adventures. James chooses one made up of slithering crocodile tongues, but spills 
it onto the ground around the barren peach tree. Distraught, he meets his aunts returning from the beach 
who marvel at the giant peach that has appeared suddenly on the tree. Sensing financial opportunity the two 
prepare to exploit the amazing fruit for as much money as they can.

Fearful and desperate, James discovers an entrance into the peach and enters. There he meets many creatures, 
all grown to human size – Spider, Grasshopper, Ladybug, Earthworm, Centipede, and Glow-worm. James 
fears becoming a meal but his new companions soon put him at ease – except for Centipede. 

In order that all might escape from the two menacing aunts, Centipede cuts through the stem of the peach. 
The peach then drops and rolls down the hill and into the ocean, beginning their great adventure!

As the party sails on, the waters grow rough, a flock of hungry seagulls flies above, and angry sharks linger 
in the waters below. James thinks they may be able to fly out of danger. He gets Spider to spin enough web to 
tie the seagulls to the stem of the peach. They harness the seagulls that then carry the peach high into the air!

Meanwhile, Spiker and Sponge are on a transatlantic cruise to escape the contracts they could no longer 
honour once the peach disappeared. They spot the seagull-powered peach flying into New York City. 

Spiker and Sponge convince the military 
to attack the presumed hostile peach, 
cutting the web that connects the gulls. 
James resourcefully unties the remaining 
strands while holding on to the stem and 
maneuvering the peach onto the Empire 
State Building. The passengers emerge 
safely and the gulls float James gently to 
the ground. Spiker and Sponge rejoice 
that the peach, along with James, is once 
more within their grasp, until the peach falls 
from the top of the building and squishes 
them. All rejoice in the new family they have 
created together!

Synopsis
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Roald Dahl was born September 13, 1916, in Llandaff, South Wales, United Kingdom.  He was a mischievous 
child, full of energy, and from an early age he proved himself skilled at finding trouble. 

When Dahl was only four years old his father died. His mother followed her late husband’s wish that Dahl 
remain in England in order to go British Schools (his first language was Norwegian). He first attended Llandaff 
Cathedral School, was then moved to St. Peter’s Boarding School and later to Repton. Though he was not 
the greatest of students, his mother nevertheless offered him the option of attending Oxford or Cambridge 
University. He declined in order to pursue a career that would allow him to travel. 

After graduating from Repton, Dahl took a position with the 
Shell Oil Company in Tanzania, Africa. In 1939 he joined 
the British Royal Air Force training squadron in Nairobi, 
Kenya, and served as a fighter pilot during World War II. 
During the war Dahl suffered severe head injuries in a plane 
crash. After he recovered, the Royal Air Forces sent him to 
Washington, DC, to be an assistant attaché (a technical 
expert who advises government representatives). It was 
there he met the English author C.S. Forester who asked 
him to write an article about his wartime experiences for a 
newspaper. Soon Dahl’s stories were appearing in many 
magazines. He admits “Becoming a writer was pure fluke. 
Without being asked to, I doubt if I’d ever have thought of 
it.”

In 1943 he wrote his first children’s book, The Gremlins, 
which was originally intended to be made into an animated 
film by Walt Disney. The film was never made and Dahl 
began writing adult fiction. Through the 1940’s and 50’s 
Dahl was a short story writer for adults, establishing his 
reputation as a writer of deathly tales with unexpected twists. 
His stories earned him 3 Edgar Allan Poe Awards. 

In 1953 Dahl married Hollywood actress Patricia Neal. The marriage lasted 30 years in which time they 
had 5 children. It was thanks to his kids that he began writing children’s literature again. His career as a 
children’s writer began seriously with the publication of James and the Giant Peach in 1961. One way that 
Dahl delighted his readers was to take often vicious revenge on cruel adults who had harmed children, much 
like in James and the Giant Peach and Matilda. 

Over his career, Dahl wrote 19 children’s books, 9 short story collections and several television and movie 
scripts. He worked from a tiny shed in the garden of the home he shared with his second wife, Liccy. He 
couldn’t type and always used a pencil to write his stories – stories that continue to thrill millions of readers 
throughout the world. 

Roald Dahl died in Oxford, England, on November 23, 1990. 

About Roald Dahl
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Kindly provided by the Children’s Library, Vancouver Public Library, 2015

The books on this list are about kids going on adventures, sometimes with the help of strange and wonderful 
creatures. Many of these books are about orphans who overcome obstacles and some of them even end up 
in the sky like James.

Flora and Ulysses / Kate DiCamillo
When Flora (who loves comic books and hates romance) saves a squirrel from a rogue vacuum cleaner, she 
discovers that he is no ordinary squirrel. Together Flora and Ulysses go on adventures, track down a villain 
and become great friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Bunny - Detectives Extraordinaire / Polly Horvath
Madeline, who lives on Hornby Island, doesn’t know what do when her parents go missing from the island’s 
Luminara festival. When Madeline has no one else to turn to, Mr. and Mrs. Bunny, decide to take on her case.

Wildwood / Colin Meloy
When her little brother is taken off by a murder of crows, Prue must leave her home in Portland and travel 
into the Impassable Wilderness to save him. In the woods, Prue discovers a whole world of talking animals, 
a Bandit King and a friend from home. 

The Several Lives of Orphan Jack / Sarah Ellis
When Otherjack hears that he is going to become a bookkeeper’s apprentice, he can 
barely contain his excitement. Jack loves books and he loves words even more. When 
this opportunity doesn’t turn out to be what he was expecting, Otherjack sets off with 
only some clothes and a dictionary to begin his new life of adventure.

Apothecary / Maile Meloy
Although this story is recommended for a slightly older reader, like James and the 
Giant Peach, it is a tale of adventure and magic and makes a wonderful readaloud. In 
1952 Janie Scott has just moved from Los Angeles to London when she and her new 
friend Benjamin must find Benjamin’s father and keep an ancient and magical book 
from getting into the wrong hands.

Liesl and Po / Lauren Oliver
Liesl’s stepmother has kept her locked up in the attic for months. She has only the 
birds outside her window and her drawings to keep her company. That all changes 
one day when Po, a friendly ghost from the other side, appears in the attic. Po helps 
Liesl break free and with the assistance of an alchemists apprentice they make a 
treacherous journey and come across some extraordinarily powerful magic. 

Class Reading List

Other Books by Roald Dahl for Children
Fiction
The BFG 
Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator
Danny, the Champion of the World
The Enormous Crocodile
Fantastic Mr. Fox
George’s Marvelous Medicine
The Giraffe and the Pelly and Me

The Gremlins
James and the Giant Peach
The Magic Finger
Matilda
The Minpins
The Twists
The Vicar of Nibbleswicke
The Witches
Esio Trot

Poetry
Dirty Beasts
Revolting Rhymes
Rhyme Stew

Non Fiction
Boy: Tales of Childhood
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Benj Pasek and Justin Paul are the composers of James and the Giant Peach’s score. They are the Tony 
nominated songwriters of the Broadway musical, A Christmas Story, The Musical, which opened in November 
2012 and enjoyed a critically acclaimed,record-breaking run at the Lunt-Fontanne Theatre. In addition to 
the Best Original Score Written for the Theatre nomination, A Christmas Story, The Musical also received 
Tony nominations for Best Book of a Musical and Best Musical. The holiday musical was named one of the 
Top 10 Plays and Musicals of 2012 by TIME magazine, shared recognition as the Best Musical of 2012 
in USA TODAY, and received a Drama Desk Award nomination for Outstanding Musical and an Outer 
Critics Circle nomination for Outstanding New Broadway Musical. Pasek and Paul’s score for A Christmas 
Story, The Musical also received a Drama Desk 
nomination for Outstanding Music. 

Pasek and Paul are also the composers of the 
off-Broadway musical Dogfight, which premiered 
in July 2012 at Second Stage Theatre. The show 
received a nomination from the Drama League 
for Outstanding Production of a Broadway 
or Off-Broadway Musical, was the winner of 
the Lucille Lortel Outstanding Musical Award 
and received Outer Critics Circle nominations 
for Outstanding New Off-Broadway Musical 
and Outstanding New Score. As television 
songwriters, their original songs were featured 
on season two of NBC’s Smash and rose to the top 25 on the iTunes Pop Charts. The duo made their debut 
as songwriters with their widely acclaimed musical Edges. Other theatrical works include James and the Giant 
Peach, Duck for President and If You Give a Pig a Pancake. 

Their musical work for TV can be seen on Sesame Street and Johnny and the Sprites (a Disney television 
series). Performances of their songs have been featured on Late Night with Jimmy Fallon, The View, Good 
Morning America, CBS’ Sunday Morning, VH1’s Big Morning Buzz, The Rosie Show, Fox & Friends and more. 
Pasek and Paul are the recipients of the 2011 Richard Rodgers Award for Musical Theatre from the American 
Academy of Arts and Letters, a 2011 Sundance Institute Fellowship, the 2011 ASCAP Foundation’s Richard 
Rodgers New Horizons Award, the 2011 ASCAP Songwriters Fellowship Award and a 2007-2008 fellowship 
from The Dramatists Guild. They are the youngest recipients of the Jonathan Larson Grant (2007) in the 
foundation’s history. They have participated in ASCAP’s Johnny Mercer Foundation Songwriters Project and 
were named one of The Dramatist magazine’s “50 to Watch” in contemporary theatre. 

Meet Benj Pasek and Justin Paul

Music by Benj Pasek & Justin Paul

1. On Your Way Home    7. Have You Even Begun to Wonder?
2. Property of Spiker and Sponge  8. A Getaway for Spiker & Sponge 
3. Shake It UP     9.  Everywhere That You Are
4. There’s Money on That Tree   10. I Got You
5. Middle of a Moment    11. Plump and Juicy
6. Floatin’ Along     12. Welcome Home

You can download the full James and the Giant Peach cast album for free online: http://jatgp.com/

Songs from James and the Giant Peach
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Classroom Activities
The following exercises have been sorted based on recommended grade levels, but feel free to add and 
adjust the activities to suit your class!  Please read and discuss the section in this Resource Guide about 
Theatre Etiquette. 

Curriculum Ties

C1 compare themes and traditions in 
drama from a variety of cultural, social, 
and historical contexts  

Classroom Activities - Grades 1-3

Awesome Adaptations (English Language Arts, 
Drama)

Have a discussion about the act of adapting books, film, television 
shows, etc.  Discuss with the group the difference between a stage play 
and a movie. What might they see when they come to the theatre (actors 
on stage, costumes, dancing, lights, and sounds, etc.).

Grades 1 - 3

Curriculum Ties

A5 create 2-D and 3-D images: to 
communicate experiences, moods, 
and stories; to illustrate and decorate; 
that represent a point in time; that 
represent specific places; based on 
events or issues topics in their school 
and community

Poster Contest  (Visual Arts)

Using the information below, create a poster that can be used to 
promote the show! 

“Carousel Theatre for Young People presents James and the Giant 
Peach, December 5 – January 3, 2016 at the Waterfront Theatre.”
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Creatchy Peachers … Erm … Peachy Creatures
(Drama, English Language Arts, Visual Arts)

One of the tasks every play faces is to decide what the characters 
are going to look like.  Actors use their bodies to help create a 
character, Costume Designers get to decide what the characters 
will wear, and the Director helps move them around the stage. 
Have students close their eyes as you read a description from the 
book. Discuss ideas about what they “see”.

 “Aunt Sponge was enormously fat and very short. She had small piggy eyes, a sunken 
mouth, and one of those white flabby faces that looked exactly as though it had been 
boiled. She was like a great white doggy overboiled cabbage. Aunt Spiker, on the other 
hand, was lean and tall and bony, and she wore steel-rimmed spectacles that fixed onto 
the end of her nose with a clip. She had a screeching voice and long wet narrow lips, 
and whenever she got angry or excited, little flecks of spit would come shooting out of 
her mouth as she talked.” 

And what about when characters are anthropomorphized insects? 
How do they imagine an actor embodies the character of a bug?  
Have them move around the room mingle while considering the 
following questions:

•	 If	the	bug	were	a	person,	what	would	they	look	like?
•	 What	would	their	house	look	like?
•	 How	would	they	walk?
•	 How	would	they	talk?

Alternatively, you may have students sketch out their character 
ideas on paper and plan to cut them out as stick-puppets on 
popsicle sticks.

All About Bugs  (Science) 

Students can get a better understanding of how actors might 
characterize a Denizen of the Peach by scientifically studying the real 
thing. Typical questions include:

•	 Where	do	they	live?		What	do	they	eat?
•	 What	eats	them?	How	do	they	protect	themselves?
•	 Have	the	students	do	some	research	about	the	different	kinds	

of insects found in the play. 
•	 How	are	they	different	from	the	magic	characters	in	the	story?	

How are they the same? Find out why they think Roald Dahl 
chose to write a story about talking bugs.

Curriculum Ties

A1 use imagination, exploration, and reflection to 
create drama  

B2 use movement and their bodies to explore a 
range of ideas, feelings, and actions

B4 participate safely in drama activities

D2 display individual and group artworks

Curriculum Ties

- classify familiar animals according to 
similarities and differences in appearance, 
behaviour, and life cycles

- describe the basic needs of local plants 
and animals (e.g., food, water, light)

- describe how the basic needs of plants and 
animals are met in their environment

Classroom Activities - Grades 1-3
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The Scrumdiddlyumptious Language of Roald Dahl
(English Language Arts, Drama)

The words Dahl invented are often not in our dictionaries, although searching for them is an endlessly 
fascinating game. His playfulness with rhythm and silly syllables make reading his unique “Gobblefunk” 
language out loud a lot of fun - and very theatrical!  

Have someone in the class read the following excerpt aloud:

 “-- and all the time the water came pouring and roaring down upon them, bouncing and 
smashing and sloshing and slashing and swashing and swirling and surging and whirling 
and gurgling and gushing and rushing and rushing, and it was like being pinned down 
underneath the biggest waterfall in the world and not being able to get out. They couldn’t 
speak. They couldn’t see. They couldn’t breathe.”

When the reader’s done, they too, like James and his friends, should be out of breath. Dahl’s words are 
deliriously delightful!

Building Vocabulary
Below is a Gobblefunk Insult Generator that will allow students to 
speak some of the juiciest insults from ‘James and the Giant Peach’ 
for themselves. Simply photocopy a sheet for each person, have them 
turn to a partner and take turns saying “YOU, sir, are nothing but 
a…” - they complete the insult by picking a single word from all three 
columns. 

Example:   “YOU, madam, are nothing but a 
                 1) Ghastly,  2) Unwise, 3) Snozzwanger!” 

There’s no need to go in order like the example, all you need is one 
word from anywhere in column #1, one word from anywhere in 
column #2, and a final word from anywhere in column #3.

If you’re working on building vocabulary in class, have students look up 
definitions to words from the Gobblefunk Insult Generator that seem 
unfamiliar. When a word doesn’t appear in the dictionary, have them 
make up their own definition (like the board-game Balderdash). After 
they’ve hurled insults back and forth for a while, have them experiment 
with the following 3 ingredients:

•	 Pitch	(Do	they	say	the	words	Deep	and	Low,	or	High	and	Squeaky?)
•	 Volume	(Do	they	whisper	them	gently,	or	yell	them	good	and	loud?)
•	 Tempo	(Do	they	quickly	spit	the	words,	or	do	they	slooowly	savour	each	sound?)

Have students revisit various insult combinations from their sheet, but this time have them pay particular 
attention to how Pitch, Volume, and Tempo affect the impact and emotion of the words.

Curriculum Ties

A7 demonstrate enhanced vocabulary 
knowledge and usage

A12 demonstrate phonological awareness, 
by: identifying and creating rhyming 
words; identifying and creating alliteration; 
segmenting the flow of speech into 
separate words; using sound segmenting 
and sound blending of syllables and 
phonemes in words

B6 use some comprehension and word-
decoding strategies during reading and 
viewing to construct, monitor, and confirm 
meaning, including: predicting and making 
connections; visualizing; figuring out 
unknown words; self-monitoring and self-
correcting; retelling

Classroom Activities - Grades 1-3
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COLUMN 1
GHASTLY
TERRIBLY
MONSTROUS
BIG
HORRIBLE
MYSTERIOUS
GIANT
HUGE
LAZILY
COLOSSAL
MAMMOTH
SOGGY
DREADFULLY
RIDICULOUS
MAD
GHOSTLY
FRISKING
SCORNFULLY
DANGEROUS
LOATHSOME
POOR
THICK
WILDLY
GREAT
MARVELOUSLY
GRISLY
FILTHY
GLOOMY
RUDE
TREMENDOUSLY
TRERRIFYING
MISERABLE
SCREECHING
TERRIFICALLY
STRANGE
HORRID
MERCILESS
LURKING
GRUESOME
FANTASTICALLY
WISPY
SHADOWY
NASTY
SLITHERING
PULPY
CRAZY

COLUMN 2
UNWISE
THUNDERY-LOOKING
OLD
HAIRY
CLINGING
ROARING
ILL-MANNERED
RAMBUNCTIOUS
SINISTER
REPULSIVE
SHRIEKING
BOILED
JELLIED
SAUCY
GREEDY
GRAVE
DOTTY
MELANCHOLY
WRETCHED
VERMICIOUS
MALEVOLENT
DREADFUL
FLABBY
AWFUL
VENOMOUS
HEARTBREAKING
GURGLING
LIFELESS
OOZING
GOBBLING
BATLIKE
MURDEROUS-LOOKING
INFERIOR
LAZY
JUICY
TREMBLING
OVERBOILED
GURGLING
FLABBERGASTED
PALE
WRAITHLIKE
WILD
SMELLY
INDESCRIBABLY
SLIMY
HIDEOUS

COLUMN 3
SNOZZWANGER
PAPER BAG
BRUTE
GOOD-FOR-NOTHING
SLOBBAGE
SPIDER
BRAT
WORM
STINKBUG
HALFWIT
CREATURE
IMBECILE
CENTIPEDE
PEST
BLUNDERHEAD
NINCOMPOOP
BANANA
WRECK
MENACE
BEAST
HAG
BOOT
RASCAL
SHARK
SLITHERER
COCKATRICE
OINCK
SCORPULA
K’NID
STEEPLEJACK
WHANGDOODLE
LUMP OF LEAD
MANTICORE
PROCK
SEA-SERPENT
GORGON
WAMPUS
DRAGON
TWERP
JELLYFISH
SAUSAGE
TROUT
CABBAGE
JELLY 
NUISANCE
MONSTER

Gobblefunk Insult Generator
Pick ONE word from EACH column to form your own Roald Dahl insult
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Grade 4 - 7

Curriculum Ties

A5 create a presentation on a selected historical event or topic

Curriculum Ties

A4 experiment with materials, technologies, and processes to create 
particular effects

Roald Who?  (Social Studies, English Language Arts)

Roald Dahl lived a very long, interesting life. Assign your students to study certain periods of Dahl’s life. Have 
a final assignment culminate in a written or oral class presentation.

Classroom Activities - Grades 4-7

Let’s Get Crafty!  (Visual Arts)

It’s time to paper-mâché!

Materials: 
•	 Balloons
•	 Newspaper
•	 Paper	Tube
•	 Paint	or	Coloured	Tissue	Paper
•	 Paint	Brush
•	 School	Glue,	thinned	with	water
•	 Green	Felt	(optional)	

Directions:
1. Blow up the balloon and tie it up with a knot
2. Dip the newspaper in the watered down glue and run 

it in-between your fingers to remove excess. 
3. Place the newspaper strips on the balloon covering the 

entire surface with 1 or 2 layers. Make sure you leave 
a space on the top for the stem. Let dry overnight and 
repeat if necessary. 

4. From here you can either create a final layer of orange 
tissue paper with paper-mâché or poke a hole in the 
balloon popping it. 

5. If you didn’t use tissue paper, it’s now time to paint 
your peach.

6. Add the ‘peach stem’ using the paper tubes and a leaf 
with the green felt.

7. You’re done!
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Curriculum Ties

A1    interpret simple maps using 
cardinal directions, symbols, and 
simple legends

A2 create simple maps representing 
familiar locations

A3 gather information from a variety 
of sources for presentation

Around the World  (Social Studies)

Map it Out!
James is a world explorer! The peach takes many adventures starting in 
England on the top of a hill and ending in Central Park.  Draw a map of the 
peach adventures from start to finish, with maybe a few extra adventures 
in-between! Help your class find clues in the story as to some of the places 
he visits in the book.  Can the Internet help them learn more about these 
iconic destinations?

The White Cliffs of Dover

 “Would it ever stop? Why should it? A round object will always keep on rolling as long 
as it is on a downhill slope, and in this case the land sloped downhill all the way until it 
reached the ocean -- the same ocean that James had begged his aunts to be allowed to 
visit the day before. Well, perhaps he was going to visit it now. The peach was rushing 
closer and closer to it every second, and closer also to the towering white cliffs that came 
first. These cliffs are the most famous in the whole of England, and they are hundreds of 
feet high. Below them, the sea is deep and cold and hungry.”

The Queen Mary

 “Neither James nor any of the others knew it, but the 
ship that was now passing beneath them was actually 
the Queen Mary sailing out of the English Channel on 
her way to America. And on the bridge of the Queen 
Mary, the astonished Captain was standing with a 
group of his officers, all of them gaping at the great 
round ball hovering overhead.”

The Empire State Building

 “Good-by, Ladybug!” gasped James, clinging to 
the stem of the falling peach. “Good-by, Centipede. 
Good-by, everybody!” There were only a few seconds 
to go now and it looked as though they were going 
to fall  right in among all the tallest buildings. James 
could see the skyscrapers rushing up to meet them at 
the most awful speed, and most of them had square 
flat tops, but the very tallest of them all had a top that 
tapered off into a long sharp point-like an enormous 
silver needle sticking up into the sky. And it was 
precisely onto the top of this needle that the peach 
fell! There was a squelch. The needle went in deep. 
And suddenly -- there was the giant peach, caught 
and spiked upon the very pinnacle of the Empire State 
Building.”

Classroom Activities - Grades 4-7
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1. Roald Dahl.com Resources
 http://www.roalddahl.com/create-and-learn/teach/teach-the-stories/james-and-the-giant-peach-

lessons

2. “The swishwifflingly scrumdiddlyumptious language of Roald Dahl”
 http://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/2011/09/the-language-of-roald-dahl/

3. St. Croix Festival Theatre James and the Giant Peach Resource Guide
 http://www.festivaltheatre.org/uploads/1/5/1/6/15161358/james__the_giant_peach_resource_

guide.pdf

4. Oregon Children’s Theatre James and the Giant Peach Resource Guide
 http://octc.org/pdf/guides/james_rg.pdf

Production Credits

Internet Resources

Carole Higgins
Steven Greenfield
Kayla Dunbar
Rebecca Mulvihill
Ashley Noyes
Todd Biffard, Laurence Mollerup
Sarah Mabberly
Al Frisk
Barbara Clayden
Stephanie Kong
Gerald King
Andy Horka
Al Frisk
Heidi Wilkinson

Production Team
Director
Musical Director
Choreographer
Stage Manager
Apprentice Stage Manager
Musicians
Child Chaperone/Running Crew
Set Design
Costume Designer
Head of Wardrobe
Lighting Design
Sound Designer
Technical Director
Prop Master

Cast (in alphabetical order)
Aunt Spiker
Centipede
Lady Bug
James Henry Trotter
Spider
Grasshopper
Aunt Sponge
Earthworm

Patti Allan
Andrew Cownden
Kaylee Harwood
Julian Lokash
Makayla Moore
Alex Rose
Deborah Williams
Jonathan Winsby
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A performer who tells a story to the audience by playing a character.

A composer is a person who writes music. They will collaborate with a lyricist to 
create a new song.

The person responsible for guiding the actors, designers, and crew according to his 
or her artistic vision. The director works with the actors and the design team to create 
the world of the play.

A lyricist is a writer who specializes in song lyrics (words to a song). They will 
collaborate with a composer to create a new song.

The person responsible for making sure all of the technical aspects of a show run 
smoothly. In a theatre, the Stage Manager sits in the lighting booth, behind the 
audience, and “calls the show”. This means that they give cues throughout the 
performance to the lighting operator, the sound technician, and to the Assistant 
Stage Manager. 

This is the director’s planning of the actor’s movements on stage. 

Also called “Tech”, this rehearsal is specifically to establish and run through lighting 
and sound cues. The technical rehearsal gives the technicians a chance to program 
the sound and lights with actors; also gives the actors a feel for the show with sound 
and lights.

The full running of the production before the show opens to the public.

Theatre Terms
Actor

Composer

Director

Lyricist

Stage Manager

Blocking

Technical Rehearsal

Dress Rehearsal
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Theatre Etiquette
We are so excited that you’ve chosen to bring your students to our show!  To help ensure that their experience 
is a safe and enjoyable one, we’ve included some guidelines below that we hope will help our guests know 
what to expect as an audience member, and also what is expected.

•		Food,	drinks,	candy	and	gum	are	not	permitted	in	the	theatre.	If	your	class	has	packed	lunches,	
please ensure that they stay inside backpacks until your group has left the theatre.

•		Noise	carries	in	the	theatre.	Even	the	quietest	of	whispers	can	be	distracting	to	the	performers	and	
other audience members. Please remind your students to refrain from talking or moving around 
during the play, but that laughter and clapping is ok. 

•		Please	ask	your	students	to	refrain	from	touching	the	set	pieces	or	props	before,	after	or	during	the	
show as the actors need them for the next performance so that other students can also enjoy them.

•		Please	encourage	everyone	to	use	the	washroom	facilities	prior	to	the	performance.		Our	ushers	are	
happy to assist anyone who needs to leave or re-enter the theatre, and will do so at an appropriate 
moment in the show through the exit door on house right, mid-way up the stairs.  Young ones are 
not permitted to leave the theatre unless accompanied by an adult.

•		Throwing	objects	or	using	laser	pointers	is	not	permitted.	We	might	have	to	stop	the	performance	if	
this occurs, as it compromises the safety of the performers and other audience members. 

•		Due	to	copyright	rules	and	performer	safety,	photography	and	recording	of	any	kind	is	prohibited	
inside the theatre

•		The	use	of	cell	phones,	iPads,	video	gaming	systems,	etc.	is	strictly	prohibited.	All	audience	members	
including educators, parents and students must turn off their devices prior to the show and tuck 

them away.

•		We	encourage	our	audiences	to	respond	to	our	performances;	laughter	is	
welcomed when appropriate and applause at the end of a performance 

is the best feedback of all. If your students are curious about ‘standing 
ovations’, you can let them know that standing up and clapping is a 

people show the actors that they think a performance was extra 
special and deserving.

Enjoy the performance! 
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Carousel Theatre for Young People (CTYP) is a non-profit, charitable organization that was incorporated in 
1976. In its early years the company performed at several different venues in Vancouver including the Arts 
Club Seymour Street and the Vancouver East Cultural Centre. CTYP has been based on Granville Island 
since 1981 where we operate a small facility including classroom/rehearsal halls, a costume workshop and 
administrative offices.

CTYP’s dedication to artistic excellence has resulted in critical acclaim and thirteen Jessie Awards and 70 
nominations in the Theatre for Young Audiences category in the past six seasons. Most recently, CTYP’s Busytown 
received six Jessie Award nominations and 
won for Outstanding Production, TYA in 
2014. Other recent productions of note 
include Bird Brain, A Year with Frog and 
Toad, Seussical and The Odyssey, all of 
which received multiple Jessie Awards, 
including Outstanding Production, TYA.

Each season approximately 40 000 young 
people and their families benefit from CTYP’s 
programming, which includes a mainstage 
season of literary classics, a year-round 
drama school for ages 3-17 and a summer 
Teen Shakespeare Program. At Carousel 
Theatre for Young People we believe that 
the arts, and specifically theatre, plays a 
vital role in a young person’s development. 
We envision a community that empowers 
people to be more imaginative, expressive 
and engaged.

About
Carousel Theatre for Young People

Carousel Theatre for Young People would like to thank the following organizations for their support:

Our Sponsors

The cast of Busytown (2014). Photo by Tim Matheson
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1411 Cartwright Street   
Vancouver, BC   V6H 3R7

TEL             604.669.3410      
FAX             604.669.3817
EMAIL  schools@carouseltheatre.ca
WEB           www.carouseltheatre.ca

STAFF
Artistic Director, Carole Higgins
Managing Director, Aliyah Amarshi
Education Manager, Jessica Gutteridge
Development Manager, Tammy Isaacson
Operations & Community Engagement Coordinator, Faye Campbell

For more information on this production, or other inquiries about 
Carousel Theatre for Young People’s programming, please contact 
schools@carouseltheatre.ca.

Contact Us!


